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Abstract—Autonomic Communications aims to provide
Quality-of-Service (QoS) in networks using self-management
mechanisms. It inherits many characteristics from Autonomic
Computing, in particular, when communication systems are
running as specialized applications in Software-Defined Net-
working (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
enabled cloud environments. This paper surveys Autonomic
Computing and Communications in the context of software-
driven networks, i.e. networks based on SDN/NFV concepts.
Autonomic Communications creates new challenges in terms of
security, operations, and business support. We discuss several
goals, research challenges, and development issues on self-
management mechanisms and architectures in software-driven
networks. The paper covers multiple perspectives of Autonomic
Communications in software-driven networks, such as automatic
testing, integration, and deployment of network functions. We
also focus on self-management and optimization, which make
use of machine learning techniques.

Index Terms—Autonomic Communications, Autonomic Com-
puting, Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function
Virtualization (NFV), Self-Management, Self-Optimization, Test-
ing, Autonomic Security, Operation and Business Support System
(OSS/BSS).

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTONOMIC Communications can solve the manage-
ment problem arising in dynamic and large scale net-

works, in which manual administration becomes difficult due
to a significant number of heterogeneous components as well
as continually changing network scenarios and conditions.
The emerging technologies of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) resulting
in software-driven networks offer a unique solution for Auto-
nomic Communications for such networks.

This paper presents and discusses challenges of Autonomic
Communications related to networks and services based on
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV). We firstly discuss the differences be-
tween Autonomic Computing and Autonomic Communica-
tions, and their latest use cases. Then we focus on network
self-management as well as on-going research projects and
standardization activities on different perspectives of self-
management of networks. Following this discussion, we fur-
ther elaborate issues of automatic service testing, integration,
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and deployment in the context of virtualized network func-
tions. Another important purpose of Autonomic Communica-
tions is to automate network performance optimization proce-
dures by analyzing real-time network data. Therefore, we dis-
cuss the importance of applying machine learning approaches
to implement network self-optimization. For end-users, a well-
designed Business Support System (BSS) is important. There-
fore, the technical details of Autonomic Communications has
to be complemented with some economic considerations. We
cover this by discussing the requirements that must be met for
a BSS system in Autonomic Communication systems. Last but
not the least, secure communication must be guaranteed for
any autonomic operations. We discuss challenges to deliver
secure autonomic communication system.

Software-driven networks provide the fundamentals for Au-
tonomic Communications systems. SDN and NFV can support
a variety of networks and services such as mobile/cellular
networks, Internet of Things, vehicular networks etc. In case of
dynamic scenarios and large-scale networks, self-management
schemes based on Autonomic Communications schemes are
helpful to avoid manual operations. Section II describes the
differences between Autonomic Computing and Autonomic
Communications as well as discusses the use cases of Au-
tonomic Communications.

NFV allows service providers to improve service innovation
and deployment agility, running Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) in Virtual Machines (VMs) deployed over data-center
infrastructures and replacing Network Functions (NFs) using
dedicated hardware appliances. Softwarization of networking
creates a large number of distinct stand-alone software mod-
ules that have to be managed to provide appropriate Quality-
of-Experience (QoE) to end-users. This large and dynamic
number of heterogeneous components causes a management
problem, since a human operator is unable to manually manage
a large variety of interconnected systems. Therefore, auto-
matic management techniques are required to manage current
ecosystems of mobile, vehicular, and Internet-of-Things (IoT)
ecosystems (cf. Section III).

NFV requires a much higher degree of automation than
physical network function infrastructures since additional man-
agement tasks are needed, e.g., for orchestration, deployment,
scaling etc. NFV automation should be entirely software-
driven, i.e. the entire network function orchestration proce-
dure must assemble the underlying NFV infrastructures, VNF
service chains, and virtualized test devices. Given the large
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size of potential service chains, manual testing cannot keep
pace with time-to-market requirements due to the increased
flexibility and agility of the NFV service design. Therefore,
test automation and service orchestration play essential roles
for efficient NFV deployments, cf. Section IV.

Autonomic communication systems should be able to op-
timize communication performance and to detect optimal
behaviors for overall performance improvement in a fully au-
tonomous way, without any human intervention. This requires
collaborating hardware and software systems to maximize
resource utilization and to meet end users’ needs. As discussed
in Section V, Machine Learning and Big Data analysis work
as ideal enablers to trigger self-optimization processes.

In general, the commercial dimension of a technology is
added in terms of Business Support Systems (BSS), once
an operational deployment is foreseen and supported by the
respective Operation Support System (OSS). Thus, the BSS
serves as an enabler for service providers in the networking
domain to collect customer preferences, to deal with customer
handling, and to utilize this knowledge for introducing new
services. In the context of Autonomic Communications, BSSes
have not been defined yet. In turn, Section VI proposes a first
analysis of relevant functionality in need and proposes new
management parameters to be applied.

Autonomic communication systems must adapt to real-
time threats in order to provide continuous and self-managed
security protection. NFV security defense chains (e.g., stateful
firewalls, deep packet inspection, anti-virus proxies) enable
reconfigurable security capabilities that can be dynamically
adjusted and deployed across the network to protect against
incoming malicious network flows. In addition to protecting
the network, care must be taken to protect the security chains
themselves against persistent malicious actors. Techniques
such as moving target defense, formal verification, intrusion
detection, and federated authentication and authorization are
needed to maintain security integrity of autonomic communi-
cations systems. We describe more details in Section VII.

II. AUTONOMIC COMMUNICATIONS

The term Autonomic Communications has been heavily
influenced by the Autonomic Computing paradigm [1]. There-
fore, we first introduce Autonomic Computing principles be-
fore defining the term Autonomic Communications. Then we
discuss related work in that field including Cognitive Networks
as well as use cases of Autonomic Communications.

A. Autonomic Computing

An Autonomic Computing system aims to manage itself
according to the goals defined by a system administrator.
Autonomic Computing is much about self-management re-
lieving the system administrator from detailed and manual
operation activities. Autonomic Computing systems should
adapt themselves autonomically to various dynamic contexts
and conditions. Among those are varying system load, new
soft- or hardware components, soft- or hardware failures, etc.
Self-management has four aspects, namely self-configuration
of components and systems; self-optimization by tuning pa-
rameters to improve performance; self-healing to detect soft-

or hardware problems, to analyze and repair these; and
self-protection to automatically protect and defend against
(un)intended attacks.

An Autonomic Computing element consists of at least one
managed element and an autonomic manager [1] that monitors
the state and context of the managed element, analyzes the
system state and context, identifies actions based on previous
knowledge on how actions performed under similar conditions,
and executes commands on the managed element. Machine
learning has been considered as promising approach to support
learning in Autonomic Computing.
B. Autonomic Communications

Autonomic Communications applies such Autonomic Com-
puting principles to communication systems and networks,
e.g., to provide end-to-end Quality-of-Service using self-
management [2]. Similarities between Autonomic Computing
and Autonomic Communications disappear if communication
is considered as a particular service provided by underlying
computing and communication infrastructures. The trend of
virtualizing network functions and running them in cloud-
based systems further makes the differences between Auto-
nomic Computing and Autonomic Communications disappear.
While Autonomic Computing focuses on application software,
Autonomic Communications aims at running communication
software and services autonomously. Resource management
not only includes computing and storage resources as in
Autonomic Computing, but also network resources such as
fiber capacities or wireless frequency spectrum.

Autonomic Communications has emerged a decade ago.
Dobson et al. define Autonomic Communications as a way
”to improve the ability of network and services to cope with
unpredicted change, including changes in topology, load, task,
the physical and logical characteristics of the networks that can
be accessed” [3]. Similarly as in [2] an autonomic control loop
is proposed to monitor and collect context and status informa-
tion from the network, analyze these, decide about actions,
and execute those (Collect-Analyze-Decide-Act). Some ap-
proaches for Autonomic Communications have been inspired
by natural adaptive systems and their ability to self-organize
their activities, e.g., bacterial and insect colonies [4].
C. Cognitive Radio and Networks

The work on cognitive radio and networks is also related
to Autonomic Communications. The term Cognitive Radio [5]
intended to describe intelligent radios that can autonomously
make decisions using gathered information about the radio
environment and can learn/plan based on their past experience.
Wireless network nodes change their radio transmission or
reception parameters to communicate efficiently and avoid
interference with (un)licensed radio spectrum. The proposed
cognition cycle in [6] is based on Observe-Orient-Plan-Decide-
Act-Learn, i.e. the cognitive radio system continually observes
the environment, orients itself, creates plans, makes decisions,
and then acts. Machine learning is proposed to derive decisions
from previous actions and their observed impact. The cognitive
radio concept was extended to higher protocol layers resulting
in cognitive networks [7]. A cognitive network can perceive
current network conditions, and then plan, decide, and act on
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those conditions. The network can learn from these adaptations
and use them to make future decisions. A knowledge plane [8]
was proposed to build and maintain high-level models of what
the network is supposed to do, to provide services and advise
other network elements.

D. Use Cases for Autonomic Communications

While early work on Autonomic Communications focused
more on traditional fixed Internet based networks, other more
dynamic types of networks emerged with even stronger de-
mand for Autonomic Communications due to even higher
degree of dynamics. In particular, SDN and NFV enable higher
dynamics of networks and services due to dynamic instanti-
ation and configuration of network functions and services in
virtualized (fog/cloud) computing environments. As example,
the Service Cloud concept [9] has been designed to provide
rapid deployment of services, e.g., transcoders. Depending
on the amount of traffic and the number of users, network
functions and services have to be instantiated or stopped,
which also requires dynamic adaptation of computing, storage,
and communication resources.

We further see emerging use cases of Autonomic Commu-
nications in mobile application scenarios such as the Internet-
of-Things (IoT), e.g., in smart homes and smart cities ap-
plications, with varying radio conditions and large dynamic
numbers (due to node failures and duty cycling) of intercon-
nected sensors and actuators. IoT provides self-management
techniques, since smart objects are adjusting to different
situations, e.g. organization in ad-hoc networks for exchanging
information and performing coordinated tasks, even when
the topology is dynamic [10]. Autonomic Communications
and self-management capabilities should be supported by any
smart object, e.g. router box, and should be used to optimize
any decision and task that the network will perform, e.g.
scheduling of packets [11].

Another use case in highly dynamic application scenar-
ios includes Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) with
varying numbers of interconnected vehicles, radio conditions,
speeds, directions, etc. The autonomy of VANETs is achieved
by utilizing Vehicle-to-Vehicle, Vehicle-to-Infrastructure or
Infrastructure-to-Infrastructure communications to exchange
necessary information between vehicles and/or infrastruc-
ture [12]. A vehicle is self-managed, by controlling its re-
sources and its routing tables. It makes its own decisions
(forwarding, requesting, routing, storing information) based
on the configuration that exists in the VANET [13]. An SDN
architecture brings autonomy in VANETs, since SDN provides
adaptation, flexibility and programmability with every network
change (topology, channel, etc.), without interfering with other
networks. With the configuration of the SDN control plane, the
network could not only adjust to network changes, but also to
emergency situations (e.g. an accident) [14]. In addition, SDN
can be combined with machine learning methods, to learn the
behavior of the network and decide what is best, considering
previous patterns/behaviors. Also, machine learning can be
used to predict behaviors (based on past information) and
send necessary messages related to this information (e.g. send
defense mechanisms as a reaction to a security breach). The

network can optimize the resources, since it learns from
multiple sources and can apply the changes to adapt its
learning process. For instance, it can devote more resources
(i.e. bandwidth) to distribute emergency signals to all nodes,
instead of assigning such resources to a multimedia stream.

The mobile broadband network use-case is frequently used
in subsequent sections of this paper to demonstrate various
techniques of Autonomic Communications. LTE (3rd Gener-
ation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution) con-
sisting of the Core Network (CN) and Radio Access Network
(RAN) is a flagship example of the mobile broadband network.
In LTE, the RAN is provided by the evolved NodeB (eNB)
NF, while other NFs such as Serving Gateways (SGW), Packet
Gateways (PGWs), Mobility Management Entities (MME),
or Home Subscriber Servers (HSSs), build the CN. It is
demonstrated that a mobile broadband network could be pro-
vided as a software-based VNF chain [15], [16] interconnected
through SDN [17]. While the large number of heterogeneous
modules (i.e., VNFs) as well as continually changing wireless
network scenarios and conditions make management in mobile
networks a tedious task, Autonomic Communications may
significantly simplify this problem. Some basic notions of
network intelligence with respect to cell auto-configuration,
self-optimization, self-healing, energy optimization, etc., have
been already introduced by 3GPP in LTE Rel. 8 [18].
However, softwarization and virtualization of NFs open up
new possibilities for Autonomic Communication that have to
be simultaneously explored in both CN and RAN.

Concluding, all those dynamic network environments create
challenges for network as well as service management and
demand for Autonomic Communications. Three classes of
factors are responsible for those challenges [19]:
• Heterogeneity of hardware and dynamic software entities:

Network devices span from small sensors and actors to high-
end servers. NFV allows the dynamic creation of network
function and service entities.

• Dynamics of networks: Network topologies change depen-
dent on radio conditions, mobility of users and vehicles,
varying load over a day, link failures, etc.

• Decentralization and control: Decentralization of networks
makes it hard to deploy centralized forms of management
and control over these devices.

III. SELF-MANAGEMENT OF NETWORKS

SDN and NFV offer a solution for service providers to
achieve greater service deployment agility and provide better
user experience in many application scenarios. NFV allows for
dynamic deployment of VNFs, while SDN distributes traffic
among the VNFs providing a dynamic VNF function chain.
Therefore, the primary challenge in validating SDN/NFV-
enabled network deployment is the autonomic components
management that would simplify network self-management to
a great extent. As an example, when a VNF fails (e.g., an
MME in CN), a new VNF copy can be instantiated on the
fly. The traffic can be immediately redirected toward the new
component by appropriately configuring network equipment
(e.g., switches) from the SDN controller. Consequently, the
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infrastructure can address several problems such as signal-
ing storms and flash crowds, at short time-scales [20]. In
this section, we focus on self-management issues in mobile
broadband networks based on SDN/NFV, since these are
intrinsically highly dynamic and difficult to manage through
a human intervention. We chose a few distinct examples in
this domain to discuss how SDN/NFV could help mobile
broadband network operators to improve their services.

A. Mobile Network Operators

M(V)NOs (Mobile (Virtual) Network Operators) tend to
replace currently available proprietary components in classical
mobile broadband networks to reduce capital and operational
expenditures (CAPEX and OPEX). Typical NFs such as fire-
walls, switches, routers, or CN functions of the telecommuni-
cations operator such as MMEs, HSSs, etc., may be provided
on-demand as software components. As an example, the EU
FP7 MCN project [16], [21] established one of the first fully
cloud-based MNO systems, extending the cloud computing
concept to support on-demand and elastic provisioning of
mobile broadband network services (e.g., virtualized RAN,
virtualized CN, etc.). There will be a growing demand for
high complexity networks consisting of a large number of
interconnected components (VNFs) [17], [22] in the control
plane (C-plane), user plane (U-plane), and management plane
(M-plane) that require efficient network management.

B. Standardization

Unlike some specific communication protocols, such as
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi, there is no single standardization body re-
sponsible for developing open standards in SDN/NFV-related
activities. This means that there is a large open community
including Standards Developing Organizations (SDOs), indus-
trial consortia, and open development initiatives creating stan-
dards for future SDN/NFV-based industry products. Table I
provides a few SDOs and other organizations involved in
this effort and the main outcomes achieved so far. In the
remaining part of this subsection, we will elaborate on the
most innovative examples of future network management.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) has provided an NFV Management and Orchestration
framework (NFV-MANO) [23]. NFV-MANO includes details
about the roles of the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO), VNF Man-
agers (VNFM) and Virtualized Infrastructure Managers (VIM),
as shown in Figure 2. A VIM is responsible for managing and
controlling the NFV infrastructure (NFVI): compute, storage,
and network resources. VNFM talks directly with VIM and
NFVO, and is responsible for instantiation of VNFs, scaling
of VNFs, updating and upgrading VNFs, and termination of
VNFs. NFVO provides resource orchestrations and network
service orchestrations. NFVO ensures that adequate compute,
storage, and network resources are available to provide the
desired network service. It coordinates directly with VIM
and NFVM to achieve this. The aim of the ETSI-MANO
framework is to provide initial requirements for autonomous
NFV systems, and to define NFV MANO interfaces that can be
used for communications between different components (i.e.

NFVO, VNFM and VIM), as well as integration with tradi-
tional network management systems. This allows NFV MANO
to manage functions running on virtualization environments as
well as those running on legacy network hardware. However,
the scope of the ETSI NFV MANO framework is limited as it
does not provide detailed definitions of required interfaces and
details on the control and management of legacy equipment.
It also does not answer questions such as VNFI requirements
specific to different types of virtual functions, which VNFs
should run in VMs and which ones in containers, as well as
operational requirements specific to NFs deployed in data-
center environments. ETSI is planning to address many of
these questions in the future. ETSI Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC) ISG [24] provides enhancements (using the experience
previously gathered by ETSI NFV ISG) for managing the
virtualized infrastructure at the network edge.

C. Self-Organizing Network Architectures

Virtual Compute Virtual Network Virtual Storage
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Virtualized
Infrastructure
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Figure 1: Architecture of the H2020 5GPPP Selfnet Project

The H2020 5GPPP Selfnet Project [33], [34] makes use of
the underlying management components (c.f., Sec. III-B) and
delivers an SDN/NFV-based architecture for self-management
of virtual networks. The architecture enriches the typical
SDN/MANO management with three additional layers, i.e.,
Self-Organizing Network (SON) Control Layer, SON Auto-
nomic Layer, and SON Access Layer (c.f., Figure 1). SON
Control is a layer responsible for gathering information about
the current system state/health through a set of applications
called SON Sensors. At this layer, network intelligence is
provided through SON Actuators enforcing appropriate actions
when required. The SON Control Layer is associated with
the control and data planes of the system. The main part of
network intelligence is implemented by the SON Autonomic
Layer: Monitor & Analyzer, which collects information about
the state/health of the system from sensors and provides
recommendations to the Autonomic Manager that executes
necessary management actions through the Orchestrator and
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Table I: SDN and NFV relevant standards developing activities.

Organization
Type

Organization Name Mission Main Efforts

Industry
Initiative

Open Networking Foundation
(ONF) [25]

Industry consortium dedicated to the promotion and adoption
of SDN through open standard development.

OpenFlow

SDO Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) [26]

The Internet technical standards body. Produces RFCs and
Internet standards.

Service function chaining

SDO Open Grid Forum (OGF) [27] Community of vendors, developers and users. Standardiza-
tion activities in grid computing.

Open Common Cloud
Interface (OCCI) for IaaS
clouds.

SDO European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [28]

EU-sponsored SDO that produces globally applicable stan-
dards for information and communications technologies.

NFV MANO architecture

Industry
Initiative

OpenDaylight [29] Collaborative project under the auspices of the Linux Foun-
dation.

OpenDaylight

SDO International Telecommunication
Union, Telecommunication Standard-
ization Sector (ITU-T) [30]

United Nations-affiliated agency that produces recommenda-
tions with a view to standardizing telecommunications on a
worldwide basis.

SDN functional require-
ments and architecture

Industry
Initiative

Open Platform for NFV (OP-
NFV) [31]

Open source project focused on accelerating the evolution
of NFV.

NFV infrastructure

SDO The 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) [32]

3GPPP virtualization network function management in mo-
bile broadband networks.

Network function manage-
ment and optimization

the set of aforementioned SON Actuators. Finally, the Selfnet
Access Layer provides a GUI for administrators to set up high-
level goals of Autonomic Communications.

The self-healing of a VNF function chain is an example of
the Selfnet operation in practice [35]. Component monitoring
collects detailed information about the health status of VMs.
The monitoring agent registers with dedicated services as an
observer to gather operational data. When the failure in a
module is discovered, the Autonomic Manager autonomously
replaces the failed component, e.g., swaps a master component
with a backup instance and initializes the chain recovery func-
tions that assure chain consistency (e.g., SDN-based function
chaining). Table II reviews projects on Autonomic Communi-
cations benefiting from SDN, NFV, and cloud concepts.

IV. AUTOMATIC TESTING, INTEGRATION, AND
DEPLOYMENT OF NETWORK FUNCTIONS

With more sophisticated design of VNFs and complex
service integration, the traditional way of performing network
function testing manually can not meet the requirements for
testing and integrating large-scale and continuously-updated
network services. These new requirements are the foundations
for a paradigm shift in the way network functions are tested,
integrated, and deployed. Essential network operation tasks
should be fully automated, which include automatic network
function testing, integration, and deployment.
A. Automatic Network Function Testing

With more complex design of NFV service chain, the
manual testing of different VNF components cannot keep pace
with time-to-market requirements due to the increased flexi-
bility and agility of NFV service design. Therefore, automatic
network function testing must be supported to automate the
testing of individual VNF modules without human interven-
tion. To do this, a network test automation platform including
special testing programs has to be designed to test NFV imple-
mentations automatically. This means when network services
are designed in SDN/NFV-enabled networks, an accompany-
ing testing service should also be designed specifically for that
service, which is responsible for validating the functionality
and performance of that service. Moreover, a testing module

that is responsible for integrating multiple VNFs should also
be ready to ensure smooth service integration.

To support automated NFV function testing, a comprehen-
sive automation platform is required. This platform should
handle all the issues of NFV function testing, including phys-
ical resource management, service provisioning and testing,
and testing automation. The following capabilities should be
included in a SDN/NFV testing platform [43]:
• A centralized system for managing both SDN/NFV and

legacy network components.
• Integration of all types of network infrastructures, includ-

ing legacy network components, SDN components(SDN
switches and controllers) and VNF components.

• A visual work-flow to support automated testing.
Scalability testing as an issue to be addressed in addition to

function testing aims at evaluating the maximum number of
control plane sessions that could be maintained in parallel by
the system. For instance, in the network routing scenario, the
maximum number of routers per session and the number of
routes that are recorded in the routing tables are the proper
metrics of scalability testing. In VNF deployments, VNFs
should be able to support auto-scaling operations such that
physical network resources could be managed dynamically
in response to real-time network conditions and end-user
requirements. The purposes of this auto-scaling testing have to
make sure that: (1) VNFs are able to perform the auto-scaling
operations in a proper way to meet the varying network traffic;
(2) physical network resources are controlled in an efficient
way; (3) the overall system performance meets Service-Level
Agreements (SLAs) under any traffic conditions. Function
testing could be performed by running tests with different
traffic rates, and scalability testing could be performed by
adapting resources that are allocated in the test [43].

B. Automatic Network Function Integration

Efficient network function integration is another key factor
for successful network deployment. Integration testing as-
sesses end-to-end service provisioning across multiple network
services/functions from different entities. Due to the large
number of network functions involved, traditional integration
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Table II: Example research/industry projects working on NFV-enabled network self-management

Project Name Project Scope and Contributions
EU FP7

SEMAFOUR [36]
The SEMAFOUR project was the first approach to design a SON managing and operating heterogeneous
mobile broadband networks.

EU H2020 5GPPP
Selfnet [33]

The SelfNet project targets to a next generation system with self-organizing capabilities. The project focuses
on the network management providing SON building on top of SDN, NFV, and cloud.

EU H2020 5GPPP
5G-XHaul [37]

5G-XHaul focuses on the development of the cognitive control plane able to predict spatio-temporal traffic
patterns to adequately configure SDN/NFV CN components.

EU H2020 5GPPP
CogNet [38]

The CogNet project aims to develop and make use of the machine learning algorithms to provide network
resiliency and anomaly detection such as intrusion and fraud.

HP
OpenNFV [39]

Implementation of HP NFV Reference Architecture that is aligned with ETSI architecture

Huawei
NFV Open Lab [40]

Focus on the setting of an environment to ensure that NFV solutions and carrier grade infrastructure are
compatible with emerging NFV standards

Cisco Open
Network Environment [41]

Implementations for some of the functional blocks of ETSI MANO framework

Intel
Open Network Platform [42]

Focus on the ecosystem made up of several initiatives to advance open solutions for NFV and SDN
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Figure 2: ETSI NFV testing in the cloudified environment.

testing is a manual, time consuming, and cost intensive task.
Therefore, an approach to automate integration testing is
important to automate service deployment and provisioning.

To support automated network function integration, ETSI
has proposed a generic solution [44], which includes all
the relevant network components for automated integration
testing. An example of an ETSI NFV testing scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The idea is to automate user interactions
when data traffic is detected at all standardized interfaces
connecting equipment under test. As shown in Fig. 2 the ”Test
Controller” is responsible for handling all user interaction
experiences and it will generate a test report after each inte-
gration testing for further analysis. In addition to the proposed
testing architecture, ETSI also defines standard procedures to
perform automated integration testing. The procedures include
the detailed specification and regulations of executable test
cases independent of any programming language that is used
in integration testings.

C. Automatic Network Function Deployment and Adaptation

VNFs can be deployed, instantiated, and disposed on-
demand using cloud application life cycle management tech-
niques such as orchestration frameworks. However, VNFs need
further configuration at runtime to fulfill customer-specific ser-
vice demands while considering the available virtual resources.
This means that automatic network function provisioning and

dynamic adaptation capability is required, which considers not
only the service requirements and characteristics but also the
real-time status of the network infrastructures. This leads to
the dynamic decision on the location selection of the deployed
services considering not only the service requirements, and
also the key indicators of the network health (anomalies,
performance). The NETCONF/YANG data model [45] is an
example that can be used to support automatic service dynamic
adaptation.

As a summary, in the context of SDN/NFV-enabled auto-
nomic communication systems, autonomic network function
testing, integration, and deployment should follow the follow-
ing principles: (1) functional validation of VNFs interaction
with isolated NFV functional blocks; (2) user and control plane
performance validation, which includes the assessment of ca-
pacity management, e.g., during VNF scale-out to ensure that
performance levels adhere to SLAs; (3) validation of reliability
and availability of VNFs, NFVI, and services during workload
migration. Compared to the traditional interoperability testing
process, where the execution of interoperability tests requires
some degree of manual control by test operators, the service
testing and integration in autonomic communication systems
will be fully automated. This means that a virtualized testing
function will be needed, which provides testing scripts that are
responsible for the testing purposes. This enables testing both
valid and invalid behaviors, but requires writing test scripts
and running them in a conformance testing environment.

V. SELF-OPTIMIZATION BASED ON MACHINE LEARNING
AND BIG DATA

A tremendous amount of heterogeneous data is generated
by the VNFs of software-driven networks, demanding for Big
Data analytics. While lacking a formal definition, Big Data
applications practically share three features: (1) large volume
of size, (2) high velocity of generation, and (3) high degree of
variety. To get insights from these data to optimize network
performance, advanced machine learning (ML) technologies
could be applied to learn the characteristics of data traffic such
that network operations can be optimized.

In particular, monitoring of mobile broadband networks can
generate such a huge amount of data at large scale. Certain
network providers collect flow information, some even record
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information of individual packets. Optimization of network
performance can be based on such collected data. However,
it is rather difficult to derive how variations of monitored
parameters and in particular how their combinations affect
network performance. Especially, when monitored parameters
are changing quickly, as for example in mobile broadband
networks due to dynamic channel conditions and user mo-
bility, performance optimization becomes tricky. Even though
ML algorithms can bring huge benefits to many application
scenarios, there are certain issues to be addressed before
applying them to solve Big Data problems. This is because ML
algorithms optimize system performance by learning patterns
from historical data. However, the training/learning phase is
difficult for Big Data applications due to the fact that iterative
operations in ML algorithms are hard to be parallelized. When
the application dataset is of huge size, this problem is more
severe and can significantly reduce the performance of ML
algorithms. Therefore, an effective and scalable algorithm to
train large scale data models in parallel using advanced ML
algorithms is of vital importance. In the following subsections
we discuss examples where ML algorithms are used to opti-
mize performance in mobile broadband and fixed networks.

A. Mobile Broadband Networks

Mobile broadband networks are characterized by dynam-
ically changing radio conditions, large user sets, and user
mobility. Information about radio signal quality, application
performance, or user mobility and location can be monitored
and recorded. Such data can then be stored and analyzed
by ML algorithms. ML algorithms can be applied to stored
monitored data to identify conditions and actions that led
to performance improvements or even degradation. There are
several related works where ML has been proposed to extract
and predict certain information from monitored data.

ETSI has just created the Industry Specification Group of
”Experience Network Intelligence”, which aims at using Ma-
chine Learning/Artificial Intelligence techniques and context-
aware policies to enable mobile network operators to adjust
offered services based on changes in user needs, environmental
conditions and business goals [46]. Jiang et al. [47] propose
ML for 5G end systems to learn about the best spectral bands
to be used to simultaneously achieve low energy consumption
and robust communication, in particular in Multiple-Input-
Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems. Supervised, unsupervised,
and reinforcement learning algorithms can be applied. Kaup
et al. performed a comprehensive measurement of various per-
formance parameters in cellular networks such as throughput,
round-trip-times, signal strength etc. [48]. Such measurement
data has been complemented by time of measurement and GPS
location of the mobile device. Certain correlations between
throughput and RTT/signal strength were observed in 3G and
4G networks. It was observed that the association of mobile
devices to points of presence (PoPs) has significant impact on
performance. ML algorithms using classification trees were
used to predict PoPs with an accuracy of 56%.

Mobility prediction of users can be exploited to optimize
performance in mobile networks. Based on the predicted
location or cell of a user, handover decisions can be performed,

e.g., avoiding service disruptions in case of too late handovers.
Sousa et al. [49] proposed to use mobility prediction to support
a priori population of Information-Centric-Networking (ICN)
caches. Mobility prediction can be based on observing geo-
graphic GPS coordinates only, but better prediction accuracy
could be observed if the type and semantics of a visited
location is considered [50].

For performance optimization but also for security purposes,
it might be beneficial to classify traffic flows, even when they
are encrypted and protocol identifiers are not accessible by
monitoring tools. [51] describes a system that classifies flows
(transmitted over wireless networks) based on a large pre-
recorded data set using several ML techniques such as KNN (K
Nearest Neighbor), Gaussian Mixture Model, Tree Adaptive
Parallel Vector Quantizer, Binary Classification Trees, etc.
Success rates of 80-90% could be achieved.

B. Fixed Networks

ML algorithms can also be used in fixed networks, e.g.,
for optimizing routing decisions [52]. Reinforcement learning
has been used to discover efficient routing policies in dynami-
cally changing networks without knowing network topologies
and traffic patterns. Another ML application is the detection
and localization of network faults based on monitoring and
observing events such as alarms, alerts, and specific metrics.
The approach in [53] is based on creating so-called network
signatures including fault type, time information, and event
probabilities. The challenge is to find matching signatures
in order to find topologically and temporally relevant events
and to find reasons for network faults. The Generic Root
Cause Analysis (G-RCA) platform [54] aims to support service
quality management in large IP networks. G-RCA abstracts the
RCA process into signature identification for symptom and
diagnostic events, temporal and spatial event correlation, and
reasoning and inference logic. It uses data trending and statis-
tical methods to find temporal and spatial event correlations.
ML can also be used for recommendations of wavelength
assignments in an optical network [55].

Other works focus rather on application or service level.
Genetic algorithms in a cloud computing environment predict
future computing load and find an appropriate balance between
fulfilling service level agreements as well as energy con-
sumption [56]. Trend-Aware Video Caching [57] can decide
about which videos to store in content-delivery network nodes
close to users. Based on a set of parameters the proposed
system based on KNN-like learning methods predicts short-
term popularity trends for videos in order to be prepared
for storing most popular videos. Trend-Aware Video Caching
decides whether and where to cache video content and which
cache replacement strategies to employ.

VI. AUTONOMIC OPERATION AND BUSINESS SUPPORT
SYSTEMS

When the technical perspectives of Autonomic Communica-
tions and operations in software-driven networks are handled,
the respective Operational Support System (OSS) and Busi-
ness Support System (BSS) should ensure that the technical
operations are complemented with economic perspectives.
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A. Definitions and Requirements of Operational and Business
Support Systems

Autonomic operation of NFV/SDN networks requires the
optimization of management operations of dedicated systems
and network elements in the sense that any minor and major
decisions can be taken locally by the module in operation.
Such approach determines the technical perspective of Au-
tonomic Communications and operations, which is guided
typically by respective management policies. Thus, the respec-
tive Operational Support System (OSS) contains distributed
functionality to monitor, analyze, control, and manage at the
technical level a network operated by a telecommunications
service provider. However, this needs to be extended beyond
the technology perspective, since an operation may be consid-
ered only successful, if it can be viably operated commercially
in a business environment. Thus, the technical perspective of
Autonomic Communications has to be complemented with the
economic perspective, which determines a possible approach
to design BSSs for autonomic operations. Since various def-
initions of a BSS exist, the following based on [58] was
updated here for the Autonomic Communications case. The
BSS enables a service provider in the networking domain to

a) collect customer preferences and behaviors,
b) operate customer handling in terms of new and terminating

subscriptions and contracts, and
c) utilize this knowledge gained and customer management

operations performed to introduce new services, which are
considered revenue-wise successful.

The BSS functionality typically includes

a) customer management, including order, change, and com-
plaints handling,

b) customer data management, covering personal data for
subscriptions as well as usage-specific data,

c) pricing and rating (telecommunication service providers
term this functionality as billing and rating), and

d) a use case-specific instance of functionality for ei-
ther Business-to-Consumer (B2C) or Business-to-Business
(B2B) services.

A BSS determines an important, if not the most critical,
component in a commercially operated network and service
offering to map customer and business needs onto existing or
future technology. All technology-related actions – as defined
above – are handled by the OSS. Thus, Autonomic Communi-
cations applied to NFV/SDN leads to the clear demand for a
suitable BSS, which takes explicit advantage of the autonomic
dimension into account and which sees concrete instances
of additional functionality and parameters for application-
specific facets and operations, such as a management policy,
e.g., driven by customer churn-based measurements and data.
Furthermore, the question if a BSS by itself can operate in an
autonomic manner, remains unanswered so far, since the nature
of business-related decisions and policies seems to be more
central than distributed. Therefore, the specific and general
potential of autonomic BSSs still has to be evaluated.

Generally speaking, a BSS offers to any networking and
service provider — guided by the respective technology-

specific OSS at hand — a business environment. This business
environment at best meets the following requirements:

a) it converges multiple technological variants in use under
one business umbrella in terms of unified charging and
accounting models,

b) it provides an integrated view of operational data as well
as customer preferences and service usage to check-point,
decide, and control based on mid-term optimization goals
(in contrast to short-term technical parameter updates),

c) it synchronizes service-specific instances of technology
components to match pricing models (typically based on
OSS-provided technical data and measurements).

Therefore, the OSS-based overall system control and tai-
lored scheduling of services match technology constraints and
facilitate, in combination with a BSS, the instantiation of
updated, changed, or newly created service offerings:

a) following business goals in close feedback cycles
b) satisfying customer experiences according to Quality-of-

Experience (QoE) metrics in user feedback cycles.

In that setting BSSs embrace the entirety of services-related
business processes, but typically are technology-specific. This
is backed by the fact that nearly every networking technology
developed and introduced into commercially operated net-
works has led to the design and installation of a respective
BSS. Since many functions remain technology-independent,
vendors of BSSs over the past three decades did develop
and offer coherent BSS solutions for multiple technologies.
However, due to investment costs and operational reasons
of reliability and availability, integrated BSSs have not been
introduced in all cases of larger or smaller networks. In the
same line BSSs for Autonomic Communications still have to
be specified in details and instantiated in turn.

B. OSS for Autonomic Communications

Besides this current situation, the specifics of a suitable
OSS for Autonomic Communications, e.g., in a vehicular
network environment, can be outlined from a pure technologi-
cal perspective as follows (the key autonomic communication
characteristics are based on [3]):

a) dealing with unpredictable changes, including changes in
topology, load, tasks, physical as well as logical charac-
teristics, mobility models, and movement patterns,

b) supporting end-to-end issues affecting programming mod-
els and service offerings, e.g., vehicle maintenance alerts
between the owner and the repair shop or emergency
services with position-based location detection,

c) enabling network and contextual modeling and reasoning
in a manner that adapts to vehicle locations and passen-
gers’ interests or driving destinations,

d) applying (fully) decentralized algorithms, which may be
operated policy-based on preferences and locally available
context/location data,

e) handling distributed trust and its acquisition for new
stakeholder interactions, and

f) performing maintenance tasks.
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C. BSS for Autonomic Communications

Since the autonomic control loop Collect-Analyze-Decide-
Act [3] is applicable to operations of a BSS too, (with the
exception that such loops are not run at short time-scales
of seconds and minutes, but operated on a daily, weekly or
monthly manner), the Autonomic Communications’ addition
to those six characteristics as defined above and to a new BSS
with respect to the economic perspective covers economically
relevant parameters and business logic. Such parameters for an
Autonomic Communications BSS include, among others, the
following parameters described in the same order as above:

a) customer churn, customer behavior changes, changing
customer price sensitivity, and updated customer service
preferences,

b) the value of (i) emergency services, (ii) real-time services
including streaming, and (iii) non-real time services with
a minimal level of QoE guarantees, all depending on the
specific customer needs,

c) economic parameters in support of reasoning and deci-
sions, such as the value of a service itself or an econom-
ically valued outcome of a service usage,

d) typically, based on a price-related information push to
devices or system components, the application of de-
centralized algorithms in certain policy-constrained cases
optimizes based on cost effectiveness, physical contexts
and communication costs, or customer’s price sensitivity,

e) the valuation of trust in economic terms, which has not
yet been fully developed, needs a suitable integration of
efficient and attack-resilient reputation systems,

f) maintenance costs, service deployment costs, service dis-
continuation costs, service interruption costs, and service
parametrization or tailoring costs.

Thus, the embedding of the Autonomic Communications-
related OSS perspective into a newly adapted BSS reveals that
local decisions to be taken will see an impact on the overall
business model implemented for current service offerings,
since it does constrain possible actions due to traditional
business and customer requirements available in a more central
entity only. For an operational approach, a decentralized policy
control (in contrast again to traditional BSSs) will be able to
operate locally. However, any update of data collected cen-
trally (from within the BSS) will be essential to be distributed
back to these components to adapt to key business model
variations (cf. especially the first item above). As such, the
Autonomic Communications model will remain unchanged
(especially its local and short-term decision making), but a
smaller centralized interaction cycle, operating on a much
longer time-scale, to update the policy base and its associated
economic values will become mandatory. Thus, the BSS
for Autonomic Communications sees those major influencing
facets as outlined, from which autonomic BSSs still have
to be evaluated and operations on longer time-scales and
associated economic values will become mandatory. However,
investigations on, e.g., the frequency of such interactions
as well as the level of detail and granularity of important
economic and business parameters are still to be undertaken.

VII. AUTONOMIC AND DISTRIBUTED SECURITY
FUNCTIONS

Secure data communication should always be guaranteed
for any Autonomic communications systems. In this section,
we discuss design challenges and propose possible solutions
for distributed and secure autonomic communication systems.

The self-managing and dynamic nature of Autonomic Com-
munications enables timely and effective defenses against
numerous incoming attacks. Relying on human intervention
for a prompt defense against the attacks being performed on
the complex network architectures such as SDN/NFV archi-
tectures in mobile broadband networks as well as in vehic-
ular and IoT networks is infeasible. Distributed auto-defense
systems in Autonomic Communications (e.g., NFV security
chains) constantly monitor the system parameters for possible
ongoing attacks and determine the best course of action—
hopefully without significantly hurting overall performance—
while preset security configurations manage authentication,
authorization, and access control. In this section, we present
crucial security tasks in Autonomic Communications and
existing mechanisms that perform these tasks.

A. Federated Authentication and Authorization

Autonomic networks, i.e., networks based on Autonomic
Communications principles, will consist of many separate dy-
namic autonomous security domains. These security domains
are designed to be self-maintained and self-adaptive with-
out depending on user administration. Therefore, federated
authentication and authorization (FAA) mechanisms play a
crucial role in autonomic networks. Their main objective is to
seamlessly facilitate secure inter-domain data access to users.

The concept of federation in authenticating and autho-
rizing users enables secure data access in highly dynamic
Autonomic Communications, where network nodes might fre-
quently switch from one security domain to another. In order
to achieve this, the existing FAA mechanisms consist of two
main entities: Identity Providers (IdPs) and Service Providers
(SPs). IdPs are distributed systems that are responsible for
authenticating users for access to SPs. One IdP is capable of
granting access to multiple SPs—from different institutions
and security domains—with just one authentication as long as
these SPs are part of the same federation.

When a user attempts to access an SP, the SP redirects the
user to one of the IdPs of the federation for authentication.
After the correct credentials have been provided by the user,
the IdP issues an identity for the user and this identity is
sent back to the requesting SP for authorization, and then to
the user for future requests. This identity is called federated
identity, which is formatted and exchanged according to the
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) standard [59].
This mechanism is also called Single Sign-On mechanism
[60]. The federated identity issued to the user is formatted
as XML, XML-signed by the issuing IdP, and sent to all
the SPs (not only the SP being accessed) participating in the
federation. The exchanged XML packets contain assertions
that include information about the IdP, identifying attributes
(roles, privileges, etc.) of the authenticated user and autho-
rization decisions based on these attributes. The user then can
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access all the SPs from more than one enterprise/institution
in the same federation with just one authentication step, even
though authorization decisions might be different for each SP.
Liberty Alliance [61], WS-Federation [62], OpenID [63], and
Shibboleth [64] adopt this mechanism.

Authorization in federations is performed in a completely
distributed manner [65], [66], [67], [68]. After a federated
identity is assigned by an IdP and sent to all SPs in a
federation, each SP grants permissions based on the roles that
the authenticated user has for that SP, which are specified in
the assertions of the user’s federated identity. This is called
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). RBAC models address
the issues associated with frequent security policy updates
that might occur in large federations in autonomic networks.
Whenever an SP decides to update a security policy, it can
just change the permissions of the corresponding roles, rather
than iterating over all user profiles in the SP that might get
affected by this update and determining the most appropriate
permissions for each profile according to the new policy.

B. Intrusion Detection

An intrusion detection system (IDS) in the field of com-
munications refers to a monitoring tool that analyzes incom-
ing/outgoing network traffic based on configured heuristics
and security policies to detect any malicious activity. Based
on these pre-configured settings, IDSs build a model of what
is regarded as normal traffic and apply machine learning
techniques to identify anomalies, which are often network
attacks. After the detection, an IDS either just alerts the
network administrator or takes an action to prevent the ongoing
attack in addition to the alert. In [69], the authors evaluate
different Machine Learning (ML) techniques and ensemble
learning, i.e. combinations of ML techniques, for anomaly
detection. Ensemble learning shows superior results.

In the current Internet, IDSs are usually deployed at the
network edge (on user machines or access networks) analyz-
ing both incoming and outgoing traffic to identify malicious
behavior. However, IDSs could be much more effective when
deployed on the backbone routers in the network core: First,
an IDS at the network edge can protect only the individual
machines behind the gateway where the IDS is deployed, or
the nodes being attacked by these machines. On the other
hand, IDSs deployed on the backbone routers can protect the
network as a whole. Second, detecting the intrusion at the
edge is already too late; for example, a DDoS attack will
still consume the victim’s resources and affect the legitimate
traffic if it gets detected at the edge. The main reason that
it is infeasible to deploy IDSs in the network core is that
the backbone routers in the current Internet architecture are
not designed to be flexible or programmable. SDN routers, on
the other hand, make the deployment of new systems such as
an IDS much easier. Therefore, SDN also enables IDSs to be
able to build better traffic models due to the sampling of larger
traffic volumes.

Even at the edge of the network, [70] shows that an SDN-
based IDS performs better than the IDS deployed by the
Internet Service Provider (ISP) in detecting intrusion for home
networks. Even more effective and accurate defense could

be achieved by pushing the deployment of IDSs further to
the network core as aforementioned, an example of which is
demonstrated in [71], making it possible to prevent attacks
close to their sources. For example, during a DDoS attack,
anomalously large traffic flows from individual machines could
be filtered out before they merge and reach dangerous volumes
on the way to the victim. Alternatively, [72] proposes NICE,
an even more proactive IDS, which analyzes the vulnerabilities
in the end nodes—instead of analyzing the network traffic—
to identify and blacklist possible malicious nodes even before
they can participate in a DDoS attack.

There are already numerous IDSs designed for the current
Internet architecture. Despite the disadvantage of not being
deployable on the Internet’s backbone routers due to the
aforementioned reasons, some are still very powerful and
should be taken advantage of. CloudWatcher [73] is an SDN
monitoring tool that allows external IDS software—possibly
one of these powerful legacy IDSs—to be plugged-in to its
traffic analyzer to detect intrusions. As a result, any legacy IDS
can then turn into an SDN-based distributed IDS deployed in
the network core. Other effective IDSs are empowered by the
capabilities that SDN brings to networks [74], [75], [76], [77].

The implementation of an SDN-based IDS as a controller
application is the most desirable design choice due to its sim-
plicity. On the other hand, during the network traffic analysis
to detect intrusions, every IDS uses packet-level information to
be fed into their detection mechanisms to identify anomalies.
However, as a controller application, an IDS will not be able to
access this packet-level information. Therefore, [78] proposes
FleXam, a flexible sampling extension to the controller plane
so that these packet-level details can be available to the IDSs
for detecting intrusions.

Every IDS bases its decisions on its model of what is
regarded as legitimate traffic and the security policies that
are set by network administrators. However, topologies and
policies are frequently updated due to the dynamic nature of
SDN. These frequent changes can often aggravate the accuracy
of IDSs since their existing models and policies might not
be up-to-date any longer in these cases. FLOWGUARD [79]
addresses the issue of designing IDSs robust to highly dynamic
SDN-enabled networks. Further issues associated with SDN-
based IDSs are discussed in [80].

SDN and NFV systems are also utilized for IDSs in 5G
networks [81], which have more connected devices than the
current Internet infrastructure. The great number of connected
devices makes it harder to defend against cyberthreats in
5G networks. Selfnet project produced many SDN/NFV IDS
proposals to alleviate this problem [82]. [83] proposes several
machine learning algorithms powered by SDN/NFV to detect
and mitigate botnet attacks in 5G networks. [84] detects and
reacts to botnets using SDN/NFV sensors and actuators. [85]
uses multiple layers for botnet detection, each of which has
different performance and overhead, to overcome the challenge
of analyzing traffic flows in high-throughput 5G networks.

C. Moving Target Defense

One important concern facing Autonomic Communications
system security is that an attacker is able to repeatedly probe
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and gain a deeper understanding of the attack surface and
vulnerabilities of the system, as the configuration is static and
not changing. System configuration (e.g., topology, network
addresses, ports, application traffic patterns) leaks the system’s
attack surface to an adversary. Attackers exploit the asymmetry
that administrators must continuously protect the (relatively
static) network from all attacks, while a single determined
attacker needs only to find one vulnerability to gain access
to the system [86], [87]. Moving target defense (MTD) aims
to reduce the attack surface by enabling a dynamic com-
munication system, making it difficult for an adversary to
understand the attack surface and vulnerabilities of Autonomic
Communications. The goal of MTD is to significantly reduce
the probability that an attacker is able to easily learn or
understand the system and its associated vulnerabilities.

There are two main pieces of structured information that are
protected via MTD [88], [89]. The first is network structure.
Network structure can be protected and made difficult to learn
via techniques such as randomization of the IP addresses and
ports, opening and closing extra ports, fake hosts that do
no processing, and misleading information regarding system
information and version numbers. For example, the immense
address space of IPv6 can be used to generate new addresses
to provide “unlinkability”. This randomized address rotation
makes it difficult for the attacker to learn the sender and
receiver node pairs. Address rotation techniques are able to
perform the address rotation mid-session [90], which further
complicates an attacker’s understanding of network structure
and flow. The second structured information to protect is
application structure. Techniques such as randomizing the
operating system’s address space, varying the application
routing between nodes, or even obfuscating the application
can be used to protect NFV security chains, operating system,
and software applications. For example, zero-day exploits
can severely cripple Autonomic Communications systems.
As these zero-day exploits rely on buffer overflow attacks,
taking away the exploits’ ability to guess or decipher the
memory address space is vital. Techniques such as Address
Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) randomizes the address
space of processes (e.g., stack and heap pointers) reducing
the probability that a zero-day exploit is able to successfully
execute an attack [91], [92]. Instead of performing a successful
attack, the zero-day attack will crash the application due to
the invalid memory address. Autonomic Communications can
detect the failed attack and deploy the necessary recovery
mechanisms. ALSR is widely deployed in the major operating
systems today and would be suited for NFV security chains.

D. Formal Verification

A majority of the systems’ security flaws today are at-
tributed to human error and oversights (e.g., configuration
error, unexamined scenarios). Thus, there are large potential
benefits of an autonomic network to remove the human in
the loop and for the system to adhere to it’s desired behavior
and specifications via a self-management mechanism. The
concept of model checking [93] or formal verification is
important to allow the Autonomic Communications systems to
validate that it is indeed dynamically reconfiguring and healing

itself according to the desired behavior and specification [94].
Any deviations from the model or specifications can have
the appropriate fall-back policies executed. Example formal
specification languages include NASA’s Autonomic System
Specification Language (ASSL). ASSL is widely used for
unmanned space exploration missions where the space vehicle
must be independent and autonomous [95], [96]. Similar
specifications and concepts can be utilized by Autonomic
Communications systems.

For example, MTD will dynamically reconfigure and ran-
domize the network and application structure. Security policies
can be defined to specify the allowable application flows.
These security policies are then used to verify the network
flow between “users” and “application” nodes. That is, if a
particular application has the permission to read a particular
object, then the network allows such a flow. Network traffic
that lacks application permissions are blocked. Thus, the net-
work flows are verified to match the defined security policies.
Flows can be classified into consumer/producer between end
nodes, propagation of flows (routing), transformation flows
(interoperability between security protocols), and finally fil-
tering flows (firewalls) [97].

To formalize the access control model, NIST has defined
the Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model [98]. Security
policies can be defined and enforced utilizing the RBAC
model. In the RBAC model, the definitions are as follows:
a user is the intelligent agent, role is the authority and
responsibility, permission is the authorization associated with
a particular object, and object is any entity.

In addition to specifying and adhering to policies, model
checking can be utilized to identify policy conflicts [93], [99].
This prevents authorization conflicts for permissible objects,
which may frequently occur in systems with a large number
of users or devices. Constraint violations can be verified in
addition to exhaustively verifying for conflict states.

Finally, there are higher order graph calculus that are suited
for distributed topologies where nodes can perform local
computations and verification without relying on a global
controller, such as for port graph rewriting [100]. The elim-
ination of a global verifier controller ensures that there is
no single point of failure vulnerabilities (e.g., DDOS attacks,
advanced persistent attacks, hardware or software failures).
Nodes are able to locally compute and validate the integrity
of the network and system security policies.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper discussed the need for Autonomic Communica-
tions in software-driven, i.e. SDN/NFV-based, networks. Auto-
nomic Communications is characterized by self-management
properties to adapt automatically to dynamic network condi-
tions and contexts. This is increasingly important due to the
increasing size and complexity of networks and many dynamic
factors that make it hard for human operators to manually
manage networks and services. NFV/SDN concepts have been
applied in mobile broadband networks. Standardization activi-
ties address autonomic management and operation frameworks
to a certain extent, but concrete mechanisms and algorithms
for self-management need to be developed.
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Multiple perspectives of Autonomic Communications in
the context of SDN/NFV-enabled communication system,
such as network self-management, automatic service testing,
integration, and deployment have been discussed. Network
self-optimization using machine learning algorithms is an-
other important purpose of Autonomic Communications to
make sure that network performance could be enhanced,
and distributed security functions should be provided for
any Autonomic Communications system. In addition to self-
management, automatic testing of network functions, their
integration and deployment also need to be supported in
software-driven networks. Machine learning applied on Big
Data sets collected by network monitoring infrastructures
have great potential to further self-optimize network functions
and services. Several examples of current research activities
have been discussed, but there is more potential as machine
learning toolsets are becoming widely available. Traditional
Operation and Business Support Systems (OSS/BSS) have
been rather based on centralized approaches, which somewhat
contradicts the Autonomic Communications paradigm, since
OSS/BSSes do not rely on outsider determining the formula-
tion and distribution of any policy to be operated on. Thus,
a BSS/OSS for Autonomic Communications following more
decentralized concepts of parameter and policy integrations
need to be redesigned. Finally, secure operation of network
functions and services must be guaranteed. The paper also
discusses approaches to support security without the need of
human operators’ intervention. Although a significant amount
of related work on Autonomic Communications has been done
during the last decade, emerging software-driven networks call
for novel approaches and mechanisms. Thus, future research
challenges on Autonomic Communications in software-driven
networks are as follows:
• Self-management has several open challenges. Cloud-based

systems quickly recover from failures by using redundant
components requiring low delay in recovery procedures.
Moreover, monitoring applications for SON will provide
vast volumes of data putting a particular focus on efficient
big-data processing. Novel highly efficient algorithms (e.g.,
machine learning) for SON will have to cope with system
predictions to immediately optimize the system state. More-
over, the system will have to automatically recognize differ-
ent reasons of malfunctioning, (e.g., failures from intrusions)
and efficiently cope with such situations (e.g., compromised
subsystems should be identified and automatically replaced
with NFs immune to failures or attacks).

• Autonomic service testing and integration should be
included in the network service design. For instance, in ad-
dition to network function virtualization, the service testing,
integration and deployment modules could also be orches-
trated and automated in virtualized network environments.
Where to place this virtualized testing function and when to
trigger the deployment requires future research efforts.

• Autonomic self-optimization can be achieved by com-
bining machine learning-based data analysis and big data
parallelized processing. Therefore, the design of efficient
and scalable machine learning algorithms that can run on
big data platforms in a synchronized way requires further

investigation. It has to be investigated which machine learn-
ing algorithms and their combinations are most suited for
which optimization problem.

• Autonomic business support systems The specific po-
tential of autonomic BSSes still has to be evaluated in
dedicated use cases to determine priorities for mandatory
or optional functionality needed (potentially prepared for
management standardization inputs) in the context of inter-
operable OSSes for Autonomic Communications. Addition-
ally, the operation of those on longer time-scales, especially
under the perspective of regularly updated policies from
economic and service input dimensions, and their associated
economic values’ evaluation are needed.

• Autonomic security Autonomic Communications enable
novel defense mechanisms due to flexible and programmable
backbone routers. However, as networked systems evolve,
new vulnerabilities and attacks arise with them. Therefore,
although many effective intrusion detection systems pow-
ered by SDN/NFV have been proposed, the attack surface
they consider needs to be expanded as future research. In
addition, moving target defense is a constant battle between
security defenders and attackers that merits more attention
in future work. Finally, formal verification of both network
topology and system software requires further research.
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